In this paper we describe CB513 a non-redundant dataset, suitable for development of algorithms for prediction of secondary protein structure. A program was made in Borland Delphi for transforming data from our dataset to make it suitable for learning of neural network for prediction of secondary protein structure implemented in MATLAB Neural-Network Toolbox. Learning (training and testing) of neural network is researched with different sizes of windows, different number of neurons in the hidden layer and different number of training epochs, while using dataset CB513.
Introduction
Current technology for three-dimensional protein structure prediction relies on using unknown sequences of proteins and overlaying them with homologous proteins with known structure. Such practice is faulty as it does not account for proteins which do not have a homologous protein in their database or current technology is not yet able to identify existing homologous proteins. Most of today's algorithms which are employed in secondary protein structure prediction rely heavily on known three-dimensional structures. Using those algorithms certain parameters are then imposed upon unknown sequences. Such methods rely on available data for their predictions. Earlier algorithms for prediction of secondary protein structures reported high success, but these studies were based on small quantities of data which was mainly derived during training sessions. For example, Lim [1] claimed 70% Q3 prediction success of 25 proteins; Garnier [2] achieved 63% success for 26 proteins; while Qian and Sejnowski [3] reported 64.3% prediction success in 19 proteins. Using such a different protein pool for training and testing of algorithms produces a challenge for objective evaluation of such algorithms. Rost and Sander [4] tested a method in prediction of proteins in which they did not use the same proteins for the formation of their algorithm. They achieved prediction success better than 70%. Prediction success of Lim's study [1] was reduced by 14% down to 56%. Cross-validation of methods of testing whereby initial proteins are removed from the training pool of proteins yields more realistic predictions.
Problem with objective testing of methods in
prediction of secondary protein structure For a protein sequence with an unknown 3D structure which is similar to a protein with a known 3D structure, the best prediction model for protein's secondary structure is the alignment of sequences using algorithms derived from dynamic programming [5] . Methods for predicting secondary structures are employed when similar sequences are not available. Testing of exactness of a prediction on a training dataset yields unrealistically high success rates. An ideal approach is to test a desired sequence of a protein whose sequence is not included in the testing set and has no similarities. Today there are around 500 different proteins with non-similar sequences with known 3D structures which can be used in assessing the accuracy of technology for prediction of secondary structure of proteins. However, many of today's prediction models are based on a set of 126 protein chains used by Rost and Sander [6] . Cuff J A and Barton G J developed a new non-redundant set of 396 protein domains which include proteins from RS126 protein chains [7] . In our research we used developed algorithm [8] using CB513 data set [7] and expanded application interface API-EPE2 with better performances in comparing to API-EPE [8] .
EXTRACTION, PREPARING, AND ENCODING OF DATA SAMPLES
The concept of algorithm for predicting secondary protein structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The implementation of this algorithm is provided with two software packages. The first one is API_EPE2 (APplication Interface used for Extracting, Preparing and Encoding), and second is MATLAB&NN Toolbox.
The purpose of API_EPE2 software is to extract, prepare, and encode data examples from CB513 data set taken from link: http://www.paraschorpa.com /project/evoca_prot/index.php. CB513 data set consists of 513 files with extension .all. These files contain information about protein sequences, but, for our algorithm, only information about primary and secondary structures is essential. The first step in using our application software is to process all CB513 files and separate primary sequences and corresponding secondary structures. The result of this step is saved as file IzdvCB513.txt which consists of 513 non-homologous protein sequences and corresponding secondary structures. An example of this data is:
The second step is to encode protein sequences and corresponding secondary structures from 1-letter amino acid codes into numeric codes (Table 1) and result is saved as file KodCB513.txt. We also encode DSSP classes [9] into numeric codes ( Table 2 The second function (prepare_pattern) returns pattern batch matrix using one window. A window is a short segment of a complete protein string. In the middle of it there is an amino acid for which we want to predict secondary structure. Each column of matrix created by this function corresponds to one window in protein string (Figure 3) . To make target matrix from the secondary structure (stored in the file SekCB513.txt), we use two functions implemented in MATLAB. The first function (prepare_data) returns a vector which contains only three types of numbers (1,2,3) and also 0-numbers corresponding to null-numbers at the input vector produced with function prepare_data (PrimCB513.txt). Second function prepare_target produces output matrix using the length of the window which is the same as the length of the input vector string. That function eliminates those secondary structures from the output vector which correspond to amino acids for which we don't make any prediction (the first eight and the last eight amino acids) in the input vector. As all elements in target vector must have values between 0 and 1 (activation function at output layer is logsig), function transforms 1-number code of secondary structure into 3-number code and generates target matrix whose column vectors denote secondary structure patterns: helix, strand, and other structures. For example, if secondary structure sequence is: 3.2 Design, learning, and performance evaluation of neural networks for different size of windows Prediction of secondary structure was implemented using non-linear neural network with three layers based on feed-forward supervised learning and backpropagation error algorithm [8] [10] . Default values for window size, number of neurons in hidden layer and number of training epochs are presented in Table  3 . Table 3 Algorithm parameters Initial values
Window sizes 13
Number of neurons in hidden layer 5
Number of training epochs 250
Instruction creatennw is used for designing neural networks with different sizes of windows (11, 13, 15, 17, and 19); instruction createCB513w is used for creation of training set, and training of neural network is started with instruction trainw. After that, we evaluated performances of neural networks using testing sets stored in files PrimStrTestB.txt and SekStrTestB.txt. Results are shown in Table 4 . 3.3 Design, learning and performance evaluation of neural networks for different number of neurons in hidden layer For this purpose we use the following instructions: creatennhn (to design neural networks with different number of neurons in hidden layer), trainhn (to train neural networks), and accuracyhn (for performance evaluation). Results are shown in Table 5 . 
Design, learning and performance evaluation of neural networks for different number of epochs
At the end we used five neurons in hidden layer, window size 19 and different number of epochs using instructions traine. Results are shown in Table 6 .
3.5 Performance evaluation of neural networks using nonhomologus data test CB513, data set in which there is no sequence similarity between protein sequences, was divided into two sets:
• 413 training protein sequences ( stored in PrimTrain413.txt data file and SekTrain413 data file), and • 100 test protein sequences (stored in PrimTest100.txt and SekTest100.txt data file).
In MATLAB a software package nonhomtest was created with the following functions:
• design of input data (samples) matrix using PrimTrain413.txt data file, and design of output data matrix using SekTrain413 data file, • design of neural network based on 5 neurons in hidden layer, and using window size 19, • training of designed neural network in time interval of 4000 epochs, • design of input data (samples) matrix using PrimTest100.txt data file, and design of output data matrix using SekTest100 data file, and • accuracy evaluation of our neural networks using . Accuracy of a neural network prediction evaluated with non-homologous test set is 62.7253. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have demonstrated the power of the artificial neural networks in extracting information from the protein structure database and in predicting secondary structural features from sequence alone. For design of neural network for prediction of secondary protein structure we used the modified algorithm API_EPE [8] . In that work [8] neural network was evaluated with protein set without considering existence of similarity between protein sequences. In this study, we used training set (CB513) in which there are no sequence similarities between protein sequences. But, in test set we did not consider homology between protein sequences and that test set was taken from PDBFIND2 data base. Because of that we cannot assure that results of predictions 62.8776 and 63.6261 [8] are fully objective. The solution in this study is based on dividing CB513 non-homologous data set into two subsets. The first one consists of 413 nonhomologous protein sequences and was used for training of our neural network. The second subset consists of 100 non-homologous protein sequences and was used for test of our neural networks. Accuracy of prediction for these two subsets is 62.7253, and we can assert that this is objective. The achieved exactness is relatively smaller compared to the study which used neural network training and test sets without verification of protein homology.
